My letter asked for responses from the leaders of the four major national parties-Justin Trudeau, Stephen Harper, Elizabeth May, and Tom Mulcair-hoping to elicit specifi c information about the politicians' future vision for the democratic, societal role of arts and culture. Th ough the letter was widely circulated on social media-it received well over 2,000 clicks, roughly 300 signatures, and more than 250 shares on Facebook -only one of the parties eventually emailed me back: the Liberals.
It was a generous, if slightly gawkish, letter, which contains signifi cant similarities to the one Trudeau wrote to Joly; aside from its also slightly extravagant tone, the two overlap in other crucial aspects. First, both letters spend signifi cant time, directly and implicitly, on the Harper government's general failures. Th at is, the Liberals try to derive relative merit for their ideas by juxtaposing them with the shortcomings of the previous regime, rather than simply defi ning their plan's value in absolute terms. Th is produces vague, general language like the following from the mandate letter:
We have promised Canadians a government that will bring real change -in both what we do and how we do it. Canadians sent a clear message in this election, and our platform off ered a new, ambitious plan for a strong and growing middle class. Canadians expect us to fulfi ll our commitments, and it is my expectation that you will do your part in delivering on those promises to Canadians. (Trudeau) What exactly is this "ambitious plan," what does it have to do with arts and culture, and how is it going to play out? Moreover, when they do address Canadian arts and culture, they defi ne them not in terms of their democratic, societal signifi cance, but in terms of their economic value, thus using the language of the Common Sense Revolution-unambiguously conservative vocabulary-to describe them:
As Minister of Canadian Heritage, your overarching goal will be to implement our government's plan to strengthen our cultural and creative industries. Our cultural sector is an enormous source of strength to the Canadian economy. Canada's stories, shaped by our immense diversity, deserve to be celebrated and shared with the world. Our plan will protect our important national institutions, safeguard our offi cial languages, promote the industries that refl ect our unique identity as Canadians, and provide jobs and economic opportunities in our cultural and creative sectors. (Trudeau) Cultural and creative industries . Cultural and creative sectors . A source of strength to the Canadian economy . Trudeau's use of Justin Timberl-er, Justin Trudeau's -mandate letter to Canada's now not-so-brand new Minister of Canadian Heritage, Mélanie Joly, is a good dramatic monologue. Somewhat baroque, fervent, and slightly patronizing in tone, it is unquestionably spectacular: "I am deeply grateful to have this opportunity to serve with you as we build an even greater country. Together, we will work tirelessly to honour the trust Canadians have given us" (Trudeau) . And its performative language-its many politely disguised (as is Canadian tradition) illocutionary acts-directed at various audiences ranging from Joly to "Canadians," nicely break down the fourth wall: "I expect Canadians to hold us accountable for delivering these commitments, and I expect all ministers to do their partindividually and collectively-to improve economic opportunity and security for Canadians." Dramaturgically, and perhaps most importantly, the letter signals the ending of what, by the sounds of its descriptions, were some of the worst days in Canadian history: after nine and a half years of Stephen Harper, our fresh Prime Minister Justin Trudeau promises "new leadership" and a "new tone," as well as more "openness" and "transparency" in Ottawa.
Taking Trudeau's letter at face value, the dark days of Canadian politics-and of Canadian arts and culture-are over. But like many dramatic monologues, this one, too, can be played in different ways. Depending on who is acting and directing, it could play out comically or tragically. Or both. Which begs the question: in whose hands is the realization of this letter? Who is watching and listening? Who is the audience? What's the vision at stake, and whose vision is it? Th is question of a "vision" for the realization of this mandate letter is of crucial importance to the future of Canadian arts and culture. And it is a question that currently remains wide open and unanswered, because Justin Trudeau's letter leaves it entirely unaddressed. Our opportunity and responsibility as Canadian artists-as actors, directors, and audiences of this letter-is to fi ll that gap. To ensure that Trudeau's commitments are realized in a manner conducive to the sustainable development of Canadian arts and culture, we must begin to construct a clear vision for the importance of arts and culture to Canadian democracy and communicate it to government. Unless Trudeau's promises are embedded in that kind of vision-a universally acknowledged central purpose-they create no new security for us, because they might be taken away as fast and as easily as they were granted.
To ensure that Trudeau's commitments are realized in a manner conducive to the sustainable development of Canadian arts and culture, we must begin to construct a clear vision for the importance of arts and culture to Canadian democracy and communicate it to government.
To explain what exactly I mean by "vision," allow me to backtrack for a moment. During election season, in August 2015, ctr 167 summer 2016
On the Drama of Canadian Public Arts Funding | FEATURES this language is both surprising and unsurprising. It is surprising considering that our young prime minister is "so appealingly liberal he might as well be an IUD with a dick" (Rothkopf ) . It is even more surprising in light of the fact that he is a former drama teacher. Yes, a former drama teacher . As such, I had presumed that he was likely aware of the integral importance of art to human development-of art's intrinsic value. I was so excited by the prospect of this new prime minister-especially since he had made the following promises during his election campaign: In his post-election mandate letter to Joly, Trudeau even expanded these already ambitious plans with substantial promises to a) increase funding to already existing cultural programs and b) create new ones. Yes, it sounds like funding for Canadian arts and culture might soon rain down from the heavens of government. But also yes, as we have come to learn since Stephen Harper most recently, governments aren't automatically heavenly.
Th e caveat of Trudeau's promises consists of two interconnected parts. For one, it lies in the economic language Trudeau uses to describe the value of the arts-that is, the economic context in which Trudeau places the arts. Th is context has, since the 1980s-since Margaret Th atcher, Ronald Reagan, Brian Mulroney, and Mike Harris-become so deeply, unequivocally entrenched in the Anglophone mindset about arts and culture that it is indeed unsurprising that our prime minister, in spite of his being a drama teacher-despite being "a pro-choice, self-proclaimed feminist dedicated to ending tax breaks for the wealthy and legalizing marijuana" (Rothkopf )-has seemingly normalized this language, the idea of arts and culture as an industry, a sector, a service like hairdressing or insurance, instead of a necessary, public, democratic constituent. Second, it lies in the fact that even we, Canadian artists, have likewise normalized and internalized this economization, that we have apparently resigned ourselves to behaving like the marginalized zombie-clowns that neoliberalism has turned us into. Instead of fi ghting it-instead of standing up for our purpose and moving ourselves into the centre of public life-we are watching our lives and livelihoods from the auditorium, as if unfolding on a stage, allowing a thick fourth wall to separate us from ourselves.
In order to secure the future of Canadian arts and culture, we must become more than a cute neoliberal leisure activity. We must overcome our inertia and simultaneously extract ourselves from our current economic context. As an "industry," an "economic sector," and a means of "job creation," we cannot compete. We never will, and we never should. Instead, we must reacquaint ourselves with our actual purpose. Why do we make art? Why is it important that we do? We must become agents of our own identities, lives, and livelihoods.
In order to secure the future of Canadian arts and culture, we must become more than a cute neoliberal leisure activity.
Th at is to say, we must change the conversation about arts and culture in Canada from the bottom up. We must begin to reconfi gure the terms with, and the context within which, arts and culture are currently defi ned. Th is can be done in a number of diff erent ways. I recently started working with a theatre company from Brooklyn, NY-Sponsored By Nobody-whose artistic director, Kevin Doyle, has been researching the development of public arts funding in Western societies for many months. His 
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goal is to reinvigorate a defence of public funding of the arts and culture through an interconnected series of artistic performances, participatory public events, and online initiatives. Th is project, operating under the umbrella title THE AЯTS , aims to recover the history of public arts subsidy, treating it as cultural knowledge that, in the sense of Michel Foucault, has been "disqualifi ed," "subjugated," and delegitimized-that is, marginalized from public and political discourse (7). Doyle has studied how the majority of Western governments had to argue their public funding structures into existence through years of legislative debate; he has outlined convincingly that many countries possess a storehouse of knowledge and language with which they used to defi ne healthy, publicly funded arts institutions as cornerstones of functional democracies-similar to health care, education, public broadcasting, and public transportation. Th is history of public funding of the arts and culture, Doyle argues, is being eroded, erased, or reconfi gured as the result of budgetary constraints, an emergence of extreme conservative political trends, and the implementation of commercial business practices into the cultural sector, all of which distort the original public service aims of cultural policy.
THE AЯTS aims to "re-legitimize" these original public service aims, lost knowledges, and buried vocabularies-to reconstruct histories and positive narratives for and about public arts subsidy through the recovery of original source arguments by architects of arts legislation. Doyle's arguments are a great starting point for Canada, too. As in the US and European countries, positive narratives of, and arguments for, public arts subsidy have become systematically delegitimized in Canada since the latter decades of the twentieth century. In his article "Why so Hostile?" Michael Healey describes the development of Toronto's theatre scene from a "reasonably healthy ecology, created by a few decades of steady arts funding" into a fractured semblance of a theatre community:
It started with a public discussion about who should fund art. About what a government's role in the development of an art form should be. It was part of a larger conversation about shared values, about what society is for, about other voices taking space from the voices that had been dominant for so long. It was the Common Sense Revolution, it was Reform, it was "what, if anything, did we miss out on by Reagan and Th atcher taking so long to arrive?" And the money, already inadequate, dried up. We fought. In the Toronto theatre we fought for art's usefulness, and the fi ght went to Ottawa and across the country. And we lost the fi ght. It seems harsh to say we lost, especially since there are those who continue to make the arguments, especially since the OAC and the Canada Council and the TAC still exist, but what we lost was this:
Culture, it was decided, is not central to this society. It's of use, it connotes a degree of civilization, but it's not central. Culture is great, but it's not worthy of a place in our collective life like, say, the economy is. Th e economy, so easy to measure and parse and fi ght over and politicize, dominates our discussions about society, about what we mean to each other. (My emphasis) What Healey makes unmistakably clear is that Canadian artists used to be united by a common purpose, and that this purposethis common vision-functioned as a framework they could leverage against the threat of government cuts, even if their eff orts ultimately failed. Without that common vision to rally around, artistic communities are lost, fractured, and in a state of constant economic and ideological competition. Th at is to say, today we are faced, not only with the loss of crucial knowledges, language, and vocabulary about public arts subsidy and the task to recover them, but also with a community that is deeply fragmented and thus largely incapable of organizing itself, of resisting together, of fi ghting for a common goal. It is perhaps because of this division along major fault lines that the Canadian theatre community has met Justin Trudeau's substantial promises with utter inaction, like it has met the Canada Council for the Arts' New Funding Model with total inertia. Barring a few status updates on Facebook and a tweet here and there, neither Trudeau's new government nor the Council have received any kind of discernible, properly formulated demands, requests, or pushback from the Canadian arts community. Th is kind of non-reaction to such massive policy changes-changes that directly aff ect people's livelihoods-is not only embarrassing but also unthinkable in other parts of the world. When I told some of my international colleagues about the kind of numbness Canadian artists are currently exhibiting, they visibly struggled to understand: "Maybe it's because of a monarchic mindset?" It is not. I refuse to accept that our annoyingly dutiful observance of an entirely top-down implementation of new monies and new money distribution systems is somehow inherently "Canadian." Instead, what we are dealing with is a form of battered child syndrome-Canadian artists have been bludgeoned into obedience and are being treated like dependents. But neither Canada nor its artistic community are children. We have a long, complex history. Th at this history goes back 150 years for some, thousands of years for others, is only a tiny indicator of just how complicated our memory is, for us as a country and as artists.
It is time that we unearth this memory. Jacques Derrida writes, "Th ere is no political power without control of the archive, if not memory. Eff ective democratization can always be measured by this essential criterion: the participation in and access to the archive, its constitution and its interpretation" (4). Let us rally around our democratic purpose. Let us enter the archive. Let us dig up these memories, those fi ghts Michael Healey talks about. Instead of fi ghting among ourselves-of fi ghting intergenerational fi ghts, especially-we must begin to come together. We must seize the opportunity of speaking to those who were there, who fought the fi ght, before they are gone. But how, you ask? Where? How to
